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Anthropology Resources guide: http://go.osu.edu/CZCz (Selected guide to sources)

OSU Libraries web site: http://library.osu.edu
OSU Libraries catalog: http://library.ohio-state.edu/ (find books, films and other cataloged items)
Sample keyword search in the catalog: women and globalization and equity

Anthropological Perspectives on Globalization:

(Online and Print available) "Highlights the most important topics, issues, questions, and debates any student obtaining a degree in the field of anthropology ought to have mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century. This two-volume set provides undergraduate majors with an authoritative reference source that serves their research needs with more detailed information than encyclopedia entries but in a clear, accessible style."

AnthroSource
AnthroSource brings 100 years of anthropological material online, including: a complete electronic archive of all AAA journals through 2003, access to archival content housed at JSTOR for key American Anthropological Association (AAA) publications including American Anthropologist, and current issues for 11 of the AAA’s most critical peer-reviewed publications.

Anthropology Plus
Anthropology Plus provides extensive worldwide indexing of journal articles, reports, commentaries, edited works, and obituaries in the fields of social, cultural, physical, biological, and linguistic anthropology, ethnology, archaeology, folklore, material culture, and interdisciplinary studies. The index offers excellent coverage of all core periodicals in the field in addition to local and lesser-known journals. Coverage is from the late 19th century to the present. Anthropology Plus brings together into one resource the highly respected Anthropological Literature from Harvard University and Anthropological Index, Royal Anthropological Institute from the UK.

Annual Review of Anthropology
This journal covers "significant developments in the subfields of anthropology, including archaeology, biological anthropology, linguistics and communicative practices, regional studies and international anthropology, and sociocultural anthropology."
Multi-disciplinary and Mainstream Media Perspectives on Globalization:

**Academic Search Complete** *(mix of scholarly and popular publications)*
A comprehensive scholarly, multi-disciplinary full-text database, with more than 5,300 full-text periodicals, including 4,400 peer-reviewed journals. *Also includes non-scholarly periodicals.*

**Social Sciences Abstracts** *(scholarly)*
Find articles in anthropology, area studies, community, health and medical care, economics, ethnic studies, geography, gerontology, international relations, law and criminology, minority studies, planning and public administration, policy science and corrections, political science, psychology and psychiatry social work and public welfare, sociology, and urban studies.

**Think Tank Search** *(mix of popular, partisan, research publications)*
Designed at the Harvard Kennedy School, search this site to find think tank studies from the internet. Focus your search with relevant phrases in quote marks or specific keywords. Think Tank Search is a custom Google search of almost 600 think tank websites.

**Access World News Research Collection** *(popular media)*
Database offers newspapers, blogs, newswires, journals, broadcast transcripts and videos. This database includes various Ohio newspapers, such as the Columbus Dispatch. After entering the database select “Ohio” for expanded access to Ohio newspapers beyond what you see on the initial database web page which shows selected Ohio titles.

**Nexis Uni** *(popular media)*
"Nexis Uni™ features more than 15,000 news, business and legal sources from LexisNexis ®."